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Whitepaper:
Leveraging Video Intelligence
in Transit Environments
A look at how one major U.S. transit authority
improved commuter safety and the bottom line
with custom AI from ISS
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Executive Summary
In 2022, one of the largest transit authorities in the U.S., which serves approximately two
million commuters daily, requested that analytics be deployed in its rail stations to identify
potentially problematic behaviors and subsequently create proactive policies for combatting
fare evasion, vandalism and other crimes within the city transit authority and adjacent
agencies.
To address these and other challenges, the transit agency approached ISS (Intelligent
Security Systems) to develop a proof of concept (PoC) for the deployment of video analytics
that could accurately detect a wide range of nefarious activities as well as integrate with its
existing video surveillance infrastructure, including legacy cameras and video management
software.
Founded in 1996, ISS is a pioneer in the field of video intelligence and AI analytics. With a
portfolio of more than 30 different patents and trademarks and a team of over 180 developers
and engineers, ISS can also develop custom, high-trust analytics to meet the requirements
unique to each individual client and/or application as well as provide dedicated, local support.
This PoC, which took place in the summer of 2022 and leveraged a combination of different
SecurOS™ video analytics modules, provided outstanding accuracy results in detecting the
following behaviors:
•

Fare Evasion – Using a custom-developed analytic known as the SecurOS™ Fare Evasion
module, the PoC demonstrated that the solution could catch those attempting to climb
over or under turnstiles as well as piggyback or enter through emergency gates at a
subway station with over 95% accuracy.

•

Vandalism – The SecurOS™ Vandalism Detection analytic was able to detect when
someone struck (punched, kicked, hit with an object, etc.) one of the numerous LCD
displays utilized by the transit agency for fare payments and advertisements at an
accuracy rate of over 85%.

•

Graffiti – The SecurOS™ Graffiti Detection analytic, which is based on Semantic Behavior
Analyzer (SBA) technology from ISS that can identify the actions of individuals using
the position of the human body and limbs, accurately detected incidents of graffiti
tagging at a rate of 85%.

•

Object Left Behind (OLB) – Built into the SecurOS™ Tracking Kit, a situational video
analytics module designed to increase situational awareness for end users by eliminating
the need to constantly monitor controlled areas, the Object Left Behind (OLB) analytic
was able to detect luggage, packages and other items left unattended at transit stations
with over 85% accuracy.

•

Loitering – Leveraging the SecurOS™ NN Loitering Detection analytic, which uses
algorithms trained with neural network processing to track individuals within a scene
and determine how long they linger there, the PoC was able to detect loitering within a
single transit station at an accuracy of over 95%.
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•

Occupancy – The SecurOS™ NN Occupancy Counter analytic was used to provide
person occupancy counts at any given time, in key transit locations – such as the
platforms. The analytic was specifically designed to work well in highly crowded scenes
and does not require to see a person’s full body for high performance. The analytics
performed at an accuracy of over 95%.

Below is a comprehensive analysis of the various analytics deployed as part of the PoC,
including details on the technology used, as well as key installation pre-requisites. In
summary, it is evident from these results that the use of currently deployed video surveillance
technology in conjunction with intelligent analytics from ISS, will result in a safer and more
efficient operating environment for all transit applications.
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PoC Analytics Use Cases
The following are six (6) use cases that the transit agency presented to ISS to deploy
analytics on its cameras. One of the main requirements was to be able to use existing
cameras – installing new cameras or repositioning existing ones was not permitted.
Most of the cameras were CIF/CIF4 resolution, with only a few being megapixel ones.
The analytics had to be flexible and robust enough to work in the current infrastructure.

Use Case 1: Fare Evasion
Concept of Operation of the Analytic:
The analytic should detect people not paying fares while passing through turnstiles and
emergency gates. The analytic should be robust enough to detect all the different fare
evasion scenarios including people going over a turnstile two feet at a time, one foot at a
time, people going under a turnstile, people pulling a bar back and going through sideways,
piggybacking, and people going through the emergency gates.

1. Solution Description:
ISS deployed its SecurOS™ Fare Evasion module. The module is based on neural network
technology and detects fare evasion at turnstiles and gates in a number of complex scenes
and scenarios (outlined below).
The algorithm for fare evasion at turnstiles:
• Detects and tracks a person in the scene.
• Knows if a person is entering or exiting through turnstile/gate.
• Analyzes a person’s movements based on points throughout their body.
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•
•
•

Interprets what a normal and abnormal movement is through the turnstiles and gates (all
detected alarm scenarios are outlined below).
Counts all people going through turnstiles/gates.
For fare evasion at gates, ISS is using its face tracking technology, which understands when
a face is moving toward or away from the camera. The algorithm tracks each frame with
a face in it and calculates if the face is getting bigger or smaller in the image. A minimal
expected face size is set, relative to a location behind the gate (e.g. gate is closed). This
allows the analytic to know if a person is walking through the gate, or just appeared on
the “paid” side of the gate.

2. Analytic Requirements for Best Results:
Camera Resolution/FPS Requirements:
• Minimal height of person: 100 pixels or higher.
• Camera resolution: 640x480 or higher.
• Camera FPS: 15 fps or higher.
Object Distance Recommendations:
• Distance from camera to object should not exceed 35 feet (regardless of camera resolution).
Algorithm Definition:
• Analytic will detect fare evasion in the following scenarios:
• Person going over bar with both feet (turnstile).
• Person going over bar one foot at a time (turnstile).
• Person going under bar (turnstile).
• Person pulling bar and going in sideways (turnstile).
• Two people piggybacking (turnstile).
• People going through emergency gate (gate).
3. Resources Required to Run Analytic:
• 1.5 cores/1 camera.
• Analytic will run on the CPU.
4.
•
•
•
•

Analytic Configuration Options:
People counting zone
Decision confidence
Alarm threshold (number of people)
Frequency of count notifications (seconds)
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5. Sample Results:

One foot at a time

Both feet over

Pull back turnstile

Under turnstile

Piggybacking

Emergency gate

6. Additional Comments:
• The analytic will work on turnstiles that look physically different than the ones in the
sample images above.
• The analytic will provide counts of all people going through each turnstile, as well as the
percentage of fare evaders.
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Use Case 2: Vandalism (LCD Displays)
Concept of Operation of the Analytic:
The analytic should detect when a screen is struck by an object with significant velocity and/
or force. However, it should not alarm when contacted with normal motion (e.g. customer
using a touchscreen LCD appropriately).
Final Deployed Solution:

1. Solution Description:
ISS deployed its SecurOS™ Vandalism Detector analytic, which is based on the ISS Semantic
Behavior Analyzer (SBA) technology (see Appendix B for more info). The analytic does the
following:
• Detects and tracks a person.
• Builds a skeleton representation of person’s key points.
• Detects/observes specific actions performed by a person.
• Rules can be created to look for specific actions.
2. Analytic Guidelines for Best Results:
Camera Resolution / FPS Requirements:
• Minimal height of person: 100 pixels or higher.
• Camera resolution: 640x480 or higher.
• Camera frame rate: 15 fps or higher.
Object Distance Recommendations:
• Distance from camera to object should not exceed 30 feet (for 640x480 resolution/3mm
lens).
• Distance from camera to object should not exceed 90 feet (for 1920x1080 resolution/3mm
lens).
Algorithm Definitions:
• The supported vandal actions are the following:
• Kicking with knee.
• Kicking with straight foot.
• Hitting straight with knuckle.
• Hitting with fist overhead.
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Hitting with bat, baton or similar object. (Note: In such cases the person’s fist must
be visible.)
The vandal actions must be in full view of camera field-of-view (FoV).
The person’s feet must always be visible in the camera FoV.
The analytics performance will decrease ~20% when there are obstructions (e.g. crowds of
people) to the camera FoV where the vandal action is taking place (must see the subject’s
hands/feet making contact to the target object).
Strikes on the object must be repeated (at least three times), that is, applied only with the
hand or foot along a similar trajectory.
Strikes must be performed quickly and be of sufficient force.
•

•
•
•

•
•

Limitations:
• Thrown objects are not analyzed.
• Shaking objects repeatedly is not analyzed.
3.
•
•
•

Resources Required to Run Analytic:
1.5 CPU cores/per camera.
Analytic can be run on CPU or GPU (user defined).
Server footprint can be expanded by implementing GPUs and gaining additional computing
power.
• ISS is capable of operating up to five analytics instances per approved GPU card.
4. Analytic Configuration Options:
• Selection of vandalism rules file.
• Zone markup for people tracking.
5. Sample Alarms:
Below are some sample results.

6. Additional Comments:
• PoC showed that for higher accuracy – higher camera frame rates are recommended. This
is because the analytic is analyzing fast movements by potential vandals.
• ISS recommends to use camera resolutions of 800x600 or higher. Lower resolutions
might lead to lower accuracy.
• People crowding in area where vandalism is taking place will lead to lower results.
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Use Case 3: Graffiti
Concept of Operation of the Analytic:
The video analytic engine should passively review current camera field of views and detect
any scene changes, specifically a target area determined by the system administrator and
provide confirmation of possible graffiti incident if the target area scene suddenly changes
and then remains in exact state for extended period (15 minutes-plus). This may be used
in conjunction with a people tracking analytic (dwell time), which would be used to detect
persons within defined areas (against station building walls, within cross passageways, etc.)
and subsequently painting graffiti.
Final Deployed Solution:

1. Solution Description:
ISS deployed its SecurOS™ Graffiti Detection analytic, which is based on the ISS Semantic
Behavior Analyzer (SBA) technology (see Appendix B for more info). The analytic does the
following:
• Detects and tracks a person.
• Builds a skeleton representation of person’s key points.
• Detects/observes specific actions performed by a person.
• Additionally analyzes for graffiti being drawn.
• Links person behavior event with graffiti event to same violation.
2. Analytic Guidelines for Best Results:
Camera Resolution/FPS Requirements:
• Minimal height of person: 100 pixels or higher.
• Camera resolution: 640x480 or higher.
• Camera FPS: 15 fps or higher.
Object Distance Recommendations:
• Distance from camera to object (the graffiti) should not exceed 30 feet (for 640x480
resolution/3mm lens).
• Distance from camera to object (the graffiti) should not exceed 90 feet (for 1920x1080
resolution/3mm lens).
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Algorithm Definition:
• The graffiti analytic utilizes both semantic and scene change detection; both conditions
must be met before an alarm is triggered (analytics detected human motion near the
detected area that represent spraying the wall + upon subject leaving, the video scene on
the target area needs to have substantial changes). It also needs to be at an angle of the
target.
• Person’s full body shall be visible in graffiti detection zone during time of alarm.
• Person must stand for at least 1 second before starting to do graffiti.
• Within 15 seconds from the start of graffiti drawing, the view of the subject cannot be
obstructed.
• After a graffiti alarm, 10 minutes must pass before another alarm on the same camera will
be analyzed. This is a set value to help minimize possible duplicate detections of the same
person.
• The camera must be able to detect the change in color on the wall/column/object where
the graffiti occurred.
• The size of the graffiti must fall within the pixel requirement, and the color contrast needs
to be noticeable.
3.
•
•
•

Resources Required to Run Analytic:
2 CPU cores/per camera.
Ability to run on CPU or GPU (user defined).
Expandable server footprint through the implementation of GPUs for additional computing
power.
• ISS is capable of operating up to five analytics instances per approved GPU card.
4.
•
•
•
•

Analytic Configuration Options:
Selection of graffiti rules file.
Tracking zone.
Zone markup for people tracking.
Zone markup for graffiti drawing.

5. Sample Results:
Person height:
140 pixels

Person height:
220 pixels

Person height:
190 pixels
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Graffiti contrast too low
(detection rate less than 25%)

Graffiti contrast too low
(detection rate less than 25%)

Graffiti contrast medium
(detection rate ~50%)

Graffiti contrast high
(detection rate greater than 75%)

6. Additional Comments:
• Possible false positives could be of people standing in the detection zone for extended
periods of time - moving their hands or leaning against wall.
• Missed alarms are mostly due to obscuring of graffiti artist (someone walking in front of
person while they are drawing graffiti).
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Use Case 4: Object Left Behind
Concept of Operation of the Analytic:
Each of the cameras under this pilot shall include an object tracking/dwell time trigger, where
a pre-defined area would passively review objects within the area. Once a pre-determined
time has passed and there’s no change in the scene, a dwell time alert shall trigger. Specifically,
object tracking would follow non-human shapes and record dwell time in one specific spot.
This would be used for package left behind scenarios.
Final Deployed Solution:
1. Solution Description:
Object Left Behind is a feature of the SecurOS™ Tracking Kit module. The feature will track
objects in a scene and determine if they have not moved in a set time period. If the time
threshold that object has not moved is reached, an alarm will be generated.
2. Analytic Guidelines for Best Results:
Camera Resolution / FPS Requirements:
• Minimum object size: 5% of scene (32x24 pixels for 640x480 camera).
• Camera resolution: 640x480 or higher.
• Camera FPS: 15 fps or higher.
Object Distance Recommendations:
• Distance from camera to object should not exceed 30 feet (for 640x480 resolution/3mm
lens).
• Distance from camera to object should not exceed 90 feet (for 1920x1080 resolution/3mm
lens).
Algorithm Definitions:
• Sufficient color contrast required between object and background. Analytic will perform
poorly in low-light environment.
• The object detection will decrease if the object is partially obstructed (object partially
behind a wall, column, etc.).
• If object is obscured for extended periods of time (due to pedestrian traffic walking by),
tracking analytics will lose its target, thinking the object is natively part of the scene.
3. Resources Required to Run Analytic:
• 0.75 CPU core/per camera.
• Analytic will run on the CPU (GPU not required).
4.
•
•
•

Analytic Configuration Options:
Tracking Zone.
Mode: Optimal/Maximize true detections/minimize false alarms.
Minimum object detection time.
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5. Sample Alarms:

True Alarms
6. Additional Comments:
• False positives could be a result of:
• High traffic in scene – object gets obscured for long periods of times.
• Shadows from people.
• Light changes in scene (Oncoming trains headlight affecting camera’s light sensors),
outdoor environment.
• Low contrast between object and scene (black bag on black floor).
• Wrong classification - Person stands partially within FoV where the system cannot
determine if it’s a person or an object.
• Possible improvement to the analytic is to perform image manipulation once an object
is detected by performing foreground extraction (teaching the analytic to ‘ignore’ any
attempt to block the tracked object from the FoV), reducing the possibility of losing track
of the object.
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Use Case 5: People Loitering
Concept of Operation of the Analytic:
This use case is to track people in pre-defined areas and determine if they have been in
that area for longer than a set time threshold. Key areas for the PoC would be the platform
cameras. The analytics should be able to work well in crowded scenes and be able to track a
person even when other people may walk in front of the person being tracked.
Final Deployed Solution:
1. Solution Description:
ISS deployed the SecurOS™ NN Loitering module, which is an advanced neural network (see
Appendix A for more info) based algorithm that will track people in a scene and calculate
dwell time on how long a person stays in the scene. Once the ‘time in scene’ threshold is
exceeded, an alarm will be generated.
2. Analytic Guidelines for Best Results:
Camera Resolution/FPS Requirements:
• Minimal height of person: 40 pixels or higher.
• Camera resolution: 640x480 or higher.
• Camera FPS: 15 fps or higher.
Object Distance Recommendations:
• Distance from camera to object should not exceed 30 feet (for 640x480 resolution/3mm
lens).
• Distance from camera to object should not exceed 90 feet (for 1920x1080 resolution/3mm
lens).
Algorithm Definitions:
• Person should be fully or partially visible in the field of view the whole time in scene.
• If person exits the scene or is fully obscured and then re-appears, there is a default recovery
time of 28 frames (~2 seconds if camera is streaming at 15 fps). Once this recovery time is
exceeded, the track ID and time will be reset.
• The recovery time can be changed via a configuration file. But track recovery will not
work well at values much larger than this.
• Analytic will generate one alarm when the set loitering time threshold is met.
• Analytic does not track people across multiple cameras, but ISS does have such algorithms
and can develop such a feature if the transit agency requests it in the future.
3. Resources Required to Run Analytic:
• 1.5 CPU cores/per camera.
• Analytic will run on the CPU (GPU not required).
4.
•
•
•
•

Analytic Configuration Options:
Tracking Zone.
Intersection of object and zone (in percent).
Time in zone threshold (in seconds).
Min/max person size adjustment.
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5.Sample Results:

Sample of SecurOS Loitering Analtyic detecting person
needing medical attention1

Other Loitering Samples
The top-left image is the illustrated alarm. The people in the other images were all captured
as separate alarms in the system.

1
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6. Additional Comments:
• Alarm thresholds of up to 10 minutes can be set (user defined – on per camera basis).
• Optionally, the analytic can continue alerting for the same person, and show the total time
spent in zone.
• As an additional feature, ISS can differentiate if a person is standing, sitting, or laying
down.
• ISS also has an analytic that can provide a person’s approximate age, gender, presence of
beard, presence of glasses, hair color, presence of hat, presence of face mask, as well as
clothing color parameters. Samples of the features below:

Age / Gender / Beard / Glasses
/ Hair Color / Hat / Face Mask

Object Color Search
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Use Case 6: People Counting in a Set Location
Concept of Operation of the Analytic:
Evaluate end of platform camera (facing incoming pedestrian traffic getting off the train) as
well as terminal entrances to provide an accurate count of passengers coming into (crossing
the plains of detection) or leaving the station. The analytic solution shall provide a report
mechanism and an estimated count of persons at any given time (in the form of a dashboard).
As part of the people counting solution, the analytic engine shall provide an estimation of
“crowd” based on how many people are detected within a given, pre-defined area. Once that
threshold is crossed, the analytic will provide an alert of possible overcrowding.
Final Deployed Solution:
1. Solution Description:
ISS deployed its SecurOS™ Neural Network Occupancy Counter analytic to provide a greater
degree of accuracy, enabling the analytic to rapidly update passenger counts during a rush
of entering/exiting trains. The analytic is specifically designed to work well in highly crowded
scenes and does not have to see a person’s full body for high performance.
2. Analytic Guidelines for Best Results:
Camera Resolution/FPS Requirements:
• Person’s head: 14x14 pixels or higher.
• Camera resolution: 640x480 or higher.
• Camera FPS: 5 fps or higher.
Object Distance Recommendations:
• Distance from camera to object should not exceed 60 feet (for 640x480 resolution/3mm
lens).
• Distance from camera to object should not exceed 120 feet (for 1920x1080 resolution/3mm
lens).
Algorithm Definitions:
• Person’s head should be visible in the field of view to be counted.
• Poor lighting will reflect accuracy, especially if there’s poor contrast between object and
background.
• The counting is not done in real-time.
• The analytic will analyze 1 video frame every 2 seconds and produce a count.
• From the software configuration, the user can define how frequently they want to receive
the count data. For example, if the default value of 30 sec is defined, that means that the
software will collect counts from 15 video frames (assuming 1 frame/2 sec), and show the
average count from those 15 frames, every 30 sec.
3.
•
•
•

Resources Required to Run Analytic:
One 800x600 resolution camera needs 0.5 CPU cores.
One 1920x1080 resolution camera needs 1 CPU core.
Analytic will run on the CPU (GPU not required).
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4.
•
•
•
•

Analytic Configuration Options:
People counting zone.
Decision confidence.
Alarm threshold (number of people).
Frequency of count notifications (seconds).

5. Sample Results:

Thick-client User Interface
Average Occupancy
per Interval
Min/Max Occupancy
per Interval

# Times Exceeding
Alarm Threshold

Dashboard User Interface
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SecurOS
Count: 23

SecurOS
Count: 18

SecurOS
Count: 32

SecurOS
Count: 23
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Software User Interface – Thick Client
The SecurOS™ software will include a Thick Client which can be installed on an unlimited
number of workstations. Alarms and corresponding video can be viewed from the Thick
Client.
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Software User Interface – Web Client/
Dashboard
The SecurOS™ software will include a web client/ dashboard.
The web client will consist of a “Dashboard” page, which can be customized to show any
data needed. Currently the Dashboard page displays:
• Alarm ratio
• Number of alarms
• Top cameras with alarms
• Current occupancy counts
• Occupancy comparison between different cameras

The next page is called “Alarm Monitoring.” It will show all the alarms in real-time and assocated
camera video.
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The next page is called “Reports.” From there you can select a camera and see alarm counts
per time interval. The data is represnted in the form of a bar graph.

Additional ISS Analytic Capabilities
1. SecurOS™ FaceX for Identifying Repeat Violators.
ISS can use its SecurOS™ FaceX module to detect repeat violators for any of its deployed
analytics.
• A profile of the violator will be saved in the system, using a picture from the video footage
and a unique ID for reference. No personal information of the violator is needed.
• After the first offense, any future offenses will generate an alarm.
• Search can be done on the violator and all their violations, as well as where they have
been throughout the metro.
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Additionally, search of externally uploaded pictures can be used to search of instances of the
violator through the cameras in the system.

Externally
uploaded
image

2. Post Processing Analytics
ISS has a module for post processing analytics. The module will take a previously recorded
video clip and run it through one of the ISS analytics modules and produce the results.
Supported formats are AVI, MOV, MPEG4, as well as the ISS native video format.
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Genetec Integration
The ISS SecurOS™/Genetec integration uses the SecurOS™ RestAPI and the Genetec WebSDK,
and sends SecurOS™ analytics alarms to the Genetec Security Center user interface.
The pre-requisites for the integration are outlined below:

SecurOS™:

•
•
•

SecurOS Enterprise/Premium ver. 11.0 or above
SecurOS / Genetec Integration License [part #: SOS-GEN-INT]
SecurOS Analytics modules

Genetec:

•
•

Security Center ver. 5.94 or higher
Web SDK License [part #: GSC-1SDK-ISS-SECUROS]

SecurOS Events/Alarms in Security Desk GUI
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Show Alarm Associated Video

Conclusion/Final Remarks
1. Closing Remarks
Overall ISS considers this PoC a highly successful one. The PoC has proven a few things:
• Most of current transit agency cameras can be used to run latest generation video analytics
at a high accuracy.
• Video analytics of this complexity (low light, low camera resolution, high traffic) will not
come out of the box, and some optimizations need to be made, especially training the
neural network on data sets collected from metro cameras.
• Once the analytic is trained/optimized on the metro cameras (as ISS has done), the analytic
can be deployed on a large scale as a “plug-and-play” system, without any additional
training of the algorithm.
2. Accuracy
The accuracy delivered for each analytic in the PoC is relative to the time and resources
spent by ISS within the allocated time period of the PoC, as well as the technology used.
Since all the technology for the modules delivered in this PoC are developed by ISS,
improvements can be made at any time, if deemed necessary.
3. Cloud vs. On-Premises Options
For this PoC, ISS deployed it’s on-premises solution, running its analytics on a dedicated
server in the transit agency IT room. ISS can also run its analytics in a cloud infrastructure.
For real-time alarms, and not sacrificing accuracy, the camera resolution/frame rate/bitrate
should be same for both cloud and on-prem servers.
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Some Notes:
• Vendors who claim they can work in “low-bandwidth” environments will produce lower
quality results.
• Vendors who claim they train their algorithm “in the cloud,” just mean that they collect
the data sets in the cloud, and then their R&D will download them locally to their lab and
train their algorithms.
If the transit agency is interested to run some of the ISS analytics on a cloud system in any
future PoCs, ISS is ready to assist with this.
4. ISS Plans for the Future:
ISS plans to continue to develop each and every analytic to a higher accuracy. We have
our own in-house team of developers that are distributed throughout many key areas of
the country and the globe and have a heavily invested local team of developers at our
headquarters in Woodbridge, N.J., ready to fully support the needs of transit agency. It will
be our local development, flexibility, service and support that will be of great value to transit
agency and vice versa as we learn all the applications, which will only grow and make ISS the
continued leader in video analytics.
Future plans include lowering the footprint of servers needed to assist transit agency IT
from a procurement and maintenance standpoint. We plan to continue to have ongoing
discussions with the camera chip manufacturers to add ‘light’ video analytics to IP cameras
to fit in an even smaller footprint and lastly, our model is to hire more engineers locally to
assist the transit agency in its video analytic rollout and look to be an extension of staff and
potential “service provider” if this is of interest.
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Appendix A – Intro to Neural Networks
Neural networks, also known as artificial neural networks (ANNs) or simulated neural networks
(SNNs), are a subset of machine learning and are at the heart of deep learning algorithms.
Their name and structure are inspired by the human brain, mimicking the way that biological
neurons signal to one another.
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are comprised of node layers, containing an input layer,
one or more hidden layers, and an output layer. Each node, or artificial neuron, connects to
another and has an associated weight and threshold. If the output of any individual node is
above the specified threshold value, that node is activated, sending data to the next layer of
the network. Otherwise, no data is passed along to the next layer of the network.
Neural networks rely on training data to learn and improve their accuracy over time.
However, once these learning algorithms are fine-tuned for accuracy, they are powerful tools
in computer science and artificial intelligence, allowing us to classify and cluster data at
a high velocity. Tasks in speech recognition or image recognition can take minutes versus
hours when compared to the manual identification by human experts. One of the most wellknown neural networks is Google’s search algorithm.
Neural Networks vs. Deep Learning
Deep Learning and neural networks tend to be used interchangeably in conversation, which
can be confusing. As a result, it’s worth noting that the “deep” in deep learning is just referring
to the depth of layers in a neural network. A neural network that consists of more than three
layers—which would be inclusive of the inputs and the output—can be considered a deep
learning algorithm. A neural network that only has two or three layers is just a basic neural
network.
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Appendix B – ISS Semantic Behavior Analyzer
The ISS Semantic Behavior Analyzer (SBA) technology consists of the following:
1. Processing a video stream with neural network video analytics detector.
2. Detecting people in every video frame.
3. Locating the key points that determine the position of the human body and limbs
(constructing a “2D skeleton” model).
4. Identifying people’s actions; detecting violations by means of the semantic analyzer.
5. The comprehensive human behavior can be described by a limited set of data, including:
2D coordinates of the human limbs in the scene; the angles between the vectors given
through the 2D coordinates of the limbs in the scene; the relative position of the human
limbs and/or their distance to a static object or to another person. The number of basic
concepts formed in this way is finite, which makes it possible to compile a “dictionary.”
6. The goal of semantic analysis is to develop a mechanism for establishing an
unambiguous
correspondence
between
natural-language
constructs
and
mathematical and logical operators and functions indicating exactly how the raw
numerical data should be processed to interpret what is happening in the scene.
7. ‘Rules’ are created, outlining specifically what human actions/movements to look for.
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